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We describe progress towards an e"cient and scalable inviscid flow solver for complex
geometries using Cartesian grids. The Cartesian approach greatly simplifies the grid gen-
eration process. In the flow solver, Cartesian grids have regularity and locality properties
that improve cache and parallel performance. Significant issues include domain parti-
tioning for parallel computation and mesh coarsening for multigrid. We show that an
on-the-fly space-filling curve approach leads to locally balanced partitions and to an ef-
fective multigrid coarsening algorithm. As a serial algorithm, our multigrid convergence
rate is as good as any for realistic steady transonic flow simulation. On an SGI Origin
2000, we achieve nearly linear speedups with up to 64 processors.

1. INTRODUCTION

Fluid flow simulations about realistic aircraft (with pylons, nacelles, rudders, flaps,
etc.) often require weeks of interactive grid generation followed by hours of computer
time for the flow solver. Cartesian grids have become popular largely because they allow
for robust, automatic, and fast grid generation [1,2,4,6,9]. In a Cartesian grid, all grid
cells are regular except those cut by the body. The grid generation process for a Cartesian
grid creates appropriately refined cells, determines which cells are inside or outside of the
body, and computes geometric information for the cells that intersect the body surface.
Cartesian grids also have advantages from the point of view of simplicity and accuracy of
PDE discretization.

In view of the advantages of Cartesian grids discussed above, we have developed a
new multigrid flow solver designed for Cartesian grids with embedded boundaries for
modern cache-based parallel computers. The underlying discretization to the inviscid
Euler equations uses an upwind second order finite volume spatial di!erencing. Runge-
Kutta timestepping drives a multigrid acceleration scheme to steady state. A least squares
procedure is used to reconstruct the gradient in each cell. The minmod limiter and van
Leer flux function are used in all the computational examples. The remainder of this
paper describes the parallel decomposition and the multigrid coarsening algorithm, both of
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Figure 1. Illustration of Peano-Hilbert ordering for a two dimensional multi-level mesh with
embedded geometry.

which make use of space-filling curves. We conclude with a representative computational
example showing parallel scalability on a realistic three dimensional configuration.

2. SPACE-FILLING CURVES

Space-filling curves provide an inexpensive way to map an interval to a three-dimensional
domain. In the last decade, these curves have found many applications, including multi-
dimensional data mining, the solution of N -body problems and parallel domain decompo-
sition [7,3,5,8]. Two common space-filling curves (henceforth SFC) are the Peano-Hilbert
and Morton orderings.

Given our use of a Cartesian, multilevel mesh, either of these orderings can be easily
generated, providing a linear ordering for each cell in the mesh. There are natural exten-
sions for meshes with anisotropically refined cells and non-power-of-two meshes. Figure
1 illustrates in two dimensions the Peano-Hilbert ordering for a three level mesh with
embedded geometry. Note that the so-called “solid” cells, (Cartesian cells removed from
the mesh because they were inside the geometry) are simply skipped in our use of this
ordering, since they are not part of the mesh.

Space-filling curves play two major roles in our approach. First, they are used for on-
the-fly partitioning of the domain. Secondly, our multigrid mesh coarsening algorithm
relies heavily on the SFC ordering in traversing the unstructured data structures of the
fine mesh.
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Figure 2. Illustration of two dimensional domain divided into four partitions using Peano-
Hilbert space-filling curve ordering.

3. DOMAIN PARTITIONING

Space-filling curves are a natural choice for domain partitioning . At run-time, an SFC-
ordered input mesh is partitioned so that the computational work in each partition is load
balanced. This can be done dynamically for any number of processors, thus retaining
maximum flexibility. The partitioning uses a two pass algorithm. The first pass scans
the mesh, and computes both the total amount of work on the mesh and the ideal work
per partition. For this work estimate, cut cells are weighted 2.7 times that of a full cell.
The second pass actually reads the mesh, sequentially filling each partition until its work
quota is reached. The partitioning is done on the cells; the faces in the mesh are assigned
to the partitions that own the cells. One layer of overlap cells are duplicated around each
partition boundary, so that one stage of the numerical scheme can be completed between
communication steps.

Figure 2 illustrates the use of a space-filling curve to order a two dimensional mesh with
100 cells, divided into four partitions. We note that space-filling curves order the solution
unknowns in a way that preserves locality within a partition as well, thus enhancing cache
performance. In figure 3 this partitioning strategy is used to subdivide a mesh around
a space shuttle into 16 partitions. As a measure of the quality of the partitions, table 1
compares the number of overlap cells for this mesh using 8 partitions and 64 partitions
with the ideal case of a perfectly uniform Cartesian mesh with the same number of cells
(N=1023277.) The SFC results are within 30 to 50% of the uniform case.
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Figure 3. Domain partitioning example using Peano-Hilbert space-filling curve ordering for
space shuttle.

4. MULTIGRID COARSENING ALGORITHM

Multilevel Cartesian meshes allow highly specialized and e"cient mesh coarsening al-
gorithms. The issues here concern generating the coarse meshes in a way that well ap-
proximates the coarsened solution, yet attains su"cient coarsening to get good speedups.
The di"culties here are due to the unstructured multilevel starting mesh, and the fact
that a Cartesian cell may be split by the geometry into several distinct regions.

The coarsening algorithm is based on the usual nesting of Cartesian refined cells. Note
however that the finest mesh is global (covering the entire domain), and is composed of
cells at many levels of refinement. This is in contrast to AMR-type algorithms, which
usually group cells at the same level of refinement into a block-structured mesh level that
covers only part of the domain. In our mesh, a cell can coarsen if all its siblings (i.e.

# Partitions # Olap Cells (SFC) # Olap Cells (Uniform)
8 97237 60928

64 242231 182783
Table 1
Comparison of the number of overlap cells for the space shuttle mesh using space-filling curve
partitioning and a uniform rectangular decomposition of an isotropic mesh with the same number
of cells.
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Figure 4. Two dimensional illustration of mesh coarsening algorithm, showing how a Cartesian
cell cannot coarsen until all its sibling cells are at the same level of refinement.

cells with the same parent at the same level of refinement) can coarsen with it. If one
of the sibling cells has been further refined, it cannot coarsen until its children have first
coarsened. In addition, a cell can not coarsen if it would create an interface with more
than 2 to 1 refinement. In the current implementation a cell cannot coarsen beyond the
coarsest level specified when the mesh was generated. Thus, in general not all cells will
be able to coarsen at each level, reducing the mesh coarsening ratio from its theoretical
maximum of 8. Figure 4 illustrates the grid coarsening algorithm in two dimensions.
Notice for example the coarsest cell in the top left corner has refined cells that can not
coarsen on the first pass of the coarsening algorithm.

The space-filling curve ordering plays a crucial role in generating coarse meshes for
multigrid. It allows us to generate a coarser mesh by looking only at neighboring cells.
By traversing the cells in SFC order, those with the same parent cell are sequentially
indexed and may be coarsened directly.

The enumeration of the cells in figure 1 demonstrates this point in two dimensions.
When looking at cell 4, we can easily check the status of siblings 5 through 10 to decide if
they all can coarsen. (They can’t, since cells 6 through 9 are at a finer level.) If a cell can
coarsen (e.g. cells 1–3 or 25–28) they get replaced by their parent in the coarser mesh.
If a cell can not coarsen, it gets directly inserted into the coarser mesh as is. Thus, the
coarsening is accomplished by a single pass (with recursive calls to examine finer levels)
through the SFC-ordered mesh. Numerical results verify that this algorithm has linear
asymptotic complexity.

Split cells present another challenge to the coarsening algorithm. When a fine cell is
coarsened, the coarser cell may become split by the geometry into two or more control
volumes. Conversely, the fine cell may be split, and may either remain split or become
unsplit on the coarse mesh. Some of these possibilities are illustrated in figure 5. All
such cases can be handled uniformly by using the face list on the fine grid to determine
whether the fine cells comprising a coarse cell are fully connected (each fine cell in up the
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Figure 5. (Left) The four fine cells are cut but not split; the coarse cell is split. (Right) Only
one of the fine cells is split, and the coarse cell is not split.

coarse cell is reachable from the others), or the cell is split.
Figure 6 shows a sequence of 4 meshes where this algorithm has been applied to generate

grids around a space shuttle configuration. The finest grid has 1.02 million cells, the third
coarser level grid has 6,060 cells. The coarsening ratios for this example are 6.63, 5.78,
4.41, 3.33, and 3.19. The finest mesh was generated in 2.8 minutes on a single CPU SGI
R12000 Octane. It took 47 seconds to reorder the mesh in the Peano-Hilbert ordering,
and 39 seconds to generate the 5 coarser meshes, the first three of which are shown in
figure 6.

Note that the coarse meshes are generated in the same SFC ordering as the fine grid.
Our parallel mesh partitioner can then be applied to each grid level separately. This is in
contrast to an approach that first partitions the fine grid, and then generates the coarse
meshes within each partition. This latter approach would be done to insure that the fine
and coarse grids fall on the same partition. We do not have to specifically enforce this,
since the SFC ordering automatically provides this. We can assess the SFC’s success in
this by measuring the amount of communication introduced by the multigrid restriction

Figure 6. Cutting planes for a sequence of multigrid meshes around a space shuttle configura-
tion. The coarsening ratios for this example are 6.63, 5.78, 4.41, 3.33, and 3.19 (last two meshes
not shown).
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Figure 7. The figure on the left shows pressure contours for Mach .9 flow around a space shuttle
configuration at 10 degrees angle of attack. Computational speedup using between 1 and 64
processors of an SGI Origin 2000 with 6 levels of multigrid are shown on the right.

and prolongation operations. If this is small, then the coarse and fine grid are well aligned.
For the fine mesh shown in figure 6, on 8 partitions 91% of the fine cells are on the same
partition as the corresponding coarse cells. On 16 partitions this number is 81%. As one
would expect, this number remains relatively constant over several grid levels, until the
grids are extremely coarse (on the order of 300 cells per processor).

5. PARALLEL SCALABILITY

Figure 7 shows the computed pressure contours for Mach 0.9 flow around a space
shuttle configuration at 10 degrees angle of attack. The multigrid algorithm uses volume
weighted restriction of the solution and piecewise constant prolongation, with a 5 stage
Runge-Kutta scheme. The computational speedups using from 1 to 64 processors on
an SGI Origin 2000 for the 6 level multigrid simulation are shown on the right. These
scalability results show a speedup in excess of 56 on 64 processors. With 64 partitions,
there are only 16,000 cells per processor on the finest mesh. The modest drop in scalability
between 32 and 64 subdomains is most likely due to the small size of this mesh and the
increased relative cost of communication.

6. CONCLUSIONS

This paper presents an e!ective, scalable, multigrid algorithm for Cartesian meshes
with embedded boundaries. Although not the subject of this paper, there are still numer-
ical improvements in the flow solver that can be made, particularly with respect to the
handling of cut cells. We have demonstrated a flow solver turnaround time reduced from
days to hours, bringing it more into line with the mesh generation time of minutes that
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is now possible with Cartesian mesh methods. Further improvement will come from the
addition of preconditioning, which will be the subject of future work.
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